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I. INTRODUCTION
~ 'HE scattering of protons by protons is one of the

important sources of quantitative information
about nuclear forces. It gives the best (until quite re-
cently the only) estimate of the range of the forces
between two nucleons. The accuracy of the experiment, s
is comparatively high, due to the fact that the energy
control and the detection of charged particles is easier
than for neutral particles (such as the neutron in
neutron-proton scattering).
The theoretical interpretation of proton-proton scat-

tering experiments has been given in the classic papers
of Breit and collaborators' which not only constitute the

*Assisted by the Joint Program of the ONR and the AEC.
t Based on a Ph.D. thesis submitted by one of us (J.D.J.} to

M.I.T. The thesis mas issued as Technical Report No. 29, Labora-
tory for Nuclear Science and Engineering, M.I.T., Cambridge,
Massachusetts (July 15, 1949).
f. Present address: Department of Mathematics, McGill Uni-

versity, Montreal, Canada.
$ Present address: Department of Physics, University of Illi-

nois, Urbana, Illinois.
'Breit, Condon, and Present, Phys. Rev. 50, 825 (1936), re-

ferred to as BCP; Breit, Thaxton, and Eisenbud, Phys. Rev. 55,
1018 (1939),referred to as BTE.Other works in this series mill be
cited in context.

pioneer work in this 6eld, but also contain an exhaustive
treatment of the subject. For both neutron-proton and
proton-proton scattering at low energies (below 4 Mev)
the de Broglie wave-length of the nuclear motion is large
compared to the range of nuclear forces. Hence the
nuclear interaction is e8ective only in the S-states (zero-
orbital angular momentum) of the two-particle system.
(Experimentally, the observed scattering can be at-
tributed almost entirely to S-wave scattering up to
appreciably higher energies, of the order of 10 Mev. )
The protons are identical particles which obey the Pauli
exclusion principle. The exclusion principle limits the
possible states of the proton-proton system. Two protons
in an S-state, in particular, have to have antiparallel
spins (be in the singlet spin state). The triplet spin state
is forbidden. The S-wave proton-proton scattering thus
involves only one nuclear "phase shift, "the one for the
'S-state. In contrast to this, neutron-proton S-wave
scattering involves two phase shifts, for the 'S- and
'S-states respectively.
%hile the analysis of proton-proton scattering is thus

simpler in principle, it is complicated somewhat by the
Coulomb scattering which is present in addition to the
nuclear eGects. The Coulomb scattering is coherent with
the nuclear scattering, so that interference terms be-
tween the two eGects appear in the cross section. Since
the nuclear forces are attractive while the Coulomb
forces are repulsive, the interference will be mostly de-
structive, leading to characteristic minima in the
differential cross section at certain angles. In spite of the
complicated appearance of the differential cross section
as a function of angle, one should nevertheless be able
to 6t it completely at any one energy E with only one
adj ustable parameter, the nuclear phase shift bo(E) for the
nuclear scattering in the 'S-state.
The work of Breit and his collaborators has shown

that this is indeed the case. In particular, the excellent
data of Herb et al.' give very good agreement (well
within the claimed experimental error) with a unique
zS-wave phase shift bo(E) at every energy E.
Having obtained the nuclear phase shift from the ex-

periments, one wants to draw conclusions regarding the
nuclear forces between two protons in the 'S-state. One
way, the one followed by Breit et al. , is to make certain
very explicit assumptions about the nuclear interaction
(e.g., that it be a square well potential of a definite range
and depth) and compute the theoretically expectecl

2 Herb, Kerst, Parkinson, and Plain, Phys. Rev. 55, 247 (1939),
referred to as HKPP.
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Charge-independence of nuclear forces?

“a painfully thorough analysis”
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“From the Rutherford Era to Modern High-Energy Physics” (Kurt Gottfried) 
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FALL-OUT
FACT AND FANTASY

l ) . JD .

The world  at la rge  f ir s t  became aware o f rad ioactive 
fa ll-ou t as a significant aftermath of nuclear explosions 
near ly  two years  ago. Since that t im e much has been 
written on the subject in publications for  the bourgeois in 
te llectuals , i f  not in the mass media journals. To this phy 
s ic is t  at least, the sequence o f statements to in form  the 
public on the nature and importance of rad ioactive fa ll-ou t 
and its implications for  defensive m easures in t im e o f war 
presents a wonderfu lly conflicting and som etim es fantastic 
parade. Honest, factual, but unoffic ia l, accounts have been 
given; conjectures have been made; o f f ic ia l pronouncements 
have appeared, only to be countered by equally o f f ic ia l  p ro  
nouncements express ing d ivergent v iew s . Out o f it a ll ,  the
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15 Oct 1993 [revised, summer 1995]

TEACHING RECORD OF J. D. JACKSON

{Student ratings for overall teaching effectiveness at Berkeley are displayed in [square brackets]

from Fall 1974, initially out of 5, then (from Fall 1975) out of 7.   Departmental averages  range

from 5.2 to 5.8.}

McGill

Sp 1950 Mathematics 672, Theoretical Nuclear Physics II (second semester)

[Math. physics, e&m, diff. eqns  ? ]

Fa 1950 Mathematics 62 = Physics 62, Quantum Mechanics  I

Mathematics 1260, Differential Equations for Engineers

Sp 1951 Mathematics 62 = Physics 62, Quantum Mechanics  II

Mathematics 48b, Advanced Dynamics

Mathematics 1260, Differential Equations for Engineers

Fa 1951 Mathematics 62 = Physics 62, Quantum Mechanics  I

 Mathematics 68, Electromagnetic Theory I

Mathematics 69, Seminar in Applied Mathematics (with Morris and Wallace)

Sp 1952 Mathematics 62 = Physics 62, Quantum Mechanics  II

Mathematics 68, Electromagnetic Theory II

Mathematics 48b, Advanced Dynamics

Mathematics 69, Seminar in Applied Mathematics (with Morris and Wallace)

Fa 1952 Mathematics 668, Electromagnetic Theory I

Mathematics 672, Theoretical Nuclear Physics I

Mathematics 69, Seminar in Applied Mathematics (with Morris & Wallace)

Sp 1953 Mathematics 668, Electromagnetic Theory  II

Mathematics 672, Theoretical Nuclear Physics II

Mathematics 48b, Advanced Dynamics

Mathematics 69, Seminar in Applied Mathematics (with Morris & Wallace)

Fa 1953 Mathematics 661, Methods of Mathematical Physics I

Mathematics 672, Theoretical Nuclear Physics I

Sp 1954 Mathematics 661, Methods of Mathematical Physics II

Mathematics 672, Theoretical Nuclear Physics II

Mathematics 331b = Physics 31b, Statics & Dynamics

Fa 1954 Mathematics 661, Methods of Mathematical Physics I

Mathematics 672, Theoretical Nuclear Physics I

Mathematics 669, Seminar in Applied Mathematics (with Morris & Wallace)

Teaching!
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LETTERS TO TH E E D I TOR ii27

kubin, U. S. Geological Survey Radiocarbon Laboratory, kindly
communicated to the writer. (See references 9 and 10.)' H. Craig, Tellus (to be published)."H. Craig, reference 5.
"Benton, Estoque, and Dominitz, Science Report No. 1, Civil

Engineering Department, Johns Hopkins University, 1953
(unpublished) ."W. F. Libby, Science 123, 656 (1956); Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci.
42, 365 (1956)."P.Morrison and J. Pine, Ann. N. Y. Acad. Sci. 62, 69 (1955)."K.Mayne, Geochim. et Cosmochim. Acta 9, 174 (1956).
"Fowler, Burbidge, and Burbidge, Astrophys. J. Suppl ~ 2, 167

(1955).' M. Koshiba and M. Schein, Phys. Rev. 103, 1820 (1956).
'7 Note added in proof.—The results of these calculations were

discussed with F. Begemann and W. F. Libby during the summer
of 1956; they now iind that their recent data on the tritium
balance in the Mississippi Valley, taking into account outward
vapor transport of tritium as discussed above, indicate a produc-
tion rate over that area equal to the value calculated above for
North America. Recently J. Arnold has also concluded from con-
sideration of the present calculations that tritium is probably
being accreted from the sun.

Catalysis of Nuclear Reactions
by p Mesons*

L. W. ALvAREz, H. BRADNER, F. S. CRAwFQRD, JR., J. A.
CRAwFoRD)t' P. FALK-VAIRANT, M. L. GooD, J. D. Gow,

A. H. RosENFELD, F. SoLMITz, M. L. STEvENsoN,
H. K. TICHoy AND R. D. TRIPP

RaCiation Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, California
(Received December 17, 1956)

' 'N the course of a recent experiment involving the
~ ~ stopping of negative E mesons in a 10-inch liquid
hydrogen bubble chamber, ' an interesting new reaction
was observed to take place. The chamber is traversed
by many more negative p, mesons than Emesons, so that
in the last 75 000 photographs, approximately 2500 p
decays at rest have been observed. In the same pictures,
several hundred m mesons have been observed to disap-
pear at rest, presumably by one of the "Panofsky reac-
tions. '" For tracks longer than 10 cm, it is possible to
distinguish a stopping p, meson from a stopping ~ meson
by comparing its curved path (in a field of 11 000 gauss)
with that of a calculated template. In addition to the
normal ~ and p stoppings, we have observed 15 cases
in which what appears (from curvature measurement)
to be a p meson coming to rest in the hydrogen, and
then giving rise to a secondary negative particle of 1.7-
cm range, which in turn decays by emitting an electron.
(A 4.1-Mev tt meson from m.—tt de"ay has a range of
1.0 cm. ) The energy spectrum of the electrons from
these 15 secondary particles looks remarkably like that
of the p meson: there are four electrons in the energy
range 50 to 55 Mev, and none higher; the other electrons
have energies varying from 50 Mev to 13 Mev. The
most convincing proof of the fact that the primary
particle actually comes to rest, and does not—for
example —have a large resonant cross section for
scattering at a residual range of 1.7 cm, is the following:
in five of the fifteen special events, there is a large gap

FIG. 1. Example of H-D reaction catalyzed by p meson. The
incident meson comes to rest, drifts as a neutral mesonic atom,
is ejected with 5.4 Mev by the H-D reaction, comes to rest again
after 1.7 cm, and decays.

between the last bubble of the primary track and the
first bubble of the secondary track. This gap is a real
eGect, and not merely a statistical fluctuation in the
spacing of the bubbles, since in some cases the tracks
form a letter X (see Fig. 1), and in another case the
secondary track is parallel to the primary, but displaced
transversely by about 1 mm at the end of the primary.
These real gaps appear also (although perhaps less
frequently) between some otherwise normal-looking tt
endings and the subsequent decay electron; they are
thought to be the distance traveled by the small neutral
mesonic atom. '
One may quickly dispose of the most obvious sug-

gestion that the events are m —p, —e decays. If, by
some unknown process, negative w mesons could decay
at rest in hydrogen, their secondary p, 's would have a
range of 1.0 cm, rather than the observed unique range
of 1.7 cm. But, most importantly, the curvature of the
stopping particles definitely precludes any possibility
that they are m's. Therefore, if one is to explain the new
observations in terms of known particles, he must say
that the primary is a tt meson (as determined by curva-
ture and range), and the secondary is also a tt meson (as
determined by its decay-electron spectrum). The prob-
lem presented is then to find the source of the energy
that "rejuvenates" the p, meson after it has come to rest.
The energy that must be supplied to the p meson is 5.4
Mev, as determined from the range-energy relationship
in hydrogen. (We explored the possibility that one of the
particles was an ordinary p meson, while the other was
either heavier or lighter by about 6 Mev. In this case,
the heavier could not decay into the lighter in free space,
as a m decays into a p, because this process requires more
of a mass diRerence between the two particles than was
allowed by the measurements. One could just stay
within the experimental limits by assuming that the
decay took place in the field of a proton, and that the

http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRev.105.1127
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Catalysis of Nuclear Reactions between Hydrogen Isotopes by y
—Mesons

J. D. JACKSON*
Palnzer Physica/ Luborutory, Princeton University, Princeton, Nno Je sey

(Received January 10, 1957; revised manuscript received February 4, 1957)

The mechanism by which negative p, mesons catalyze nuclear
reactions between hydrogen isotopes is studied in detail. The
reaction rate for the process (p+d+p, =+He'+p, +5.5 Mev),
observed recently by Alvarez et al. , is calculated and found to be
in accord with the available data. The p, meson binds two
hydrogen nuclei together in the p,-mesonic analog of the ordinary
H2+ molecular ion. In their vibrational motion the nuclei have a
finite, although small, probability of penetrating the Coulomb
barrier to zero separation where they may undergo a nuclear
reaction. The intrinsic reaction rates for other, more probable,
reactions are also estimated. The results are ~0.3)&10' sec ' for
the observed p—d reaction, ~0.7&(10"sec ' for the d—d reaction,
and 0.4)(10" sec ' for the d—t reaction. For the reaction
observed by Alvarez rough estimates are made of the partial

widths for nonradiative and radiative decay of the excited He'
nucleus. The ejection of the p meson by "internal conversion"
seems somewhat less likely. Speculations are made on the release
of useful amounts of nuclear energy by these catalyzed reactions.
The governing factors are not the intrinsic reaction rate once the
molecule is formed, but rather the time spent (~10 s sec) by the
meson between the breakup of one molecule and the formation

of another and the loss of y mesons in "dead-end" processes. These
factors are such that practical power production is unlikely, In liquid
deuterium, each p meson will catalyze only ~10 reactions in its
lifetime, while for the d—t process it will induce ~100 disinte-
grations. A longer lived particle will not be able to catalyze
appreciably more reactions.

1. INTRODUCTION
" 'T has been found recently' at Berkeley that negative
~ ~ p mesons incident on a hydrogen bubble chamber
containing both light hydrogen and deuterium act
as a catalyst for the nuclear reaction

p+d+p=&He'1 p +5.5 Mev, (1)
with the p meson carrying off the available energy.
The lifetime for the reaction is comparable to the mean
life of the meson (2.1X10 ' sec).
The catalytic process can be envisioned in the

following way. ' In the first step, the negative p, meson
rapidly comes to rest' in the chamber and is captured
into a stable, though highly excited, orbit around a
hydrogen molecule. In the further process of de-
excitation, most frequently a p-mesonic hydrogen atom
is formed, ' but at high densities subsequent molecule
formation takes place in a time short compared to the
lu-meson lifetime (see Sec. 4 and Appendix D). We are
interested in those mesons which form a bound molecule
consisting of a proton, a deuteron, and a p meson.
The largeness of the meson mass compared to the
*Visiting Guggenheim Fellow, 1956—1957; permanent address:

McGill University, Montreal, Canada.' L. W. Alvarez et a/. , post-deadline paper, American Physical
Society Meeting, Monterey, California, December 28, 1956;
Phys. Rev. 105, 1127 (1957).
'After the completion of this paper, the author's attention

was called to a ten year old paper by F. C. Frank, Nature 160,
525 {1947),in which, in the course of examining and rejecting all
possible alternative explanations of the m-—p decay events ob-
served in emulsions by Powell and co-workers, he discussed the
catalysis mechanism in the same physical terms as presented here,
although in rather less detail. See also Ya. B.Zel'dovitch, Doklady
Akad. Nauk U.S.S.R. 95, 495 (1954).

~ A. S.Wightman /Phys. Rev. 77, 521 (1950) and Ph. D. thesis,
Princeton University, 1949 (unpublished) j, has estimated that a
10-Mev p, meson in liquid hydrogen at 20'K and 1 atmosphere
(density 0.071 g/cm'} will take of the order of 10 ' sec to reach
100 kev, and will take only a few times 10 "sec more to reach a
speed at which it is captured by a hydrogen molecule. Once bound
around the molecule the meson takes about 10 "sec to cascade
down to its lowest atomic orbit. For higher densities the time
scale is correspondingly reduced.

electronic mass means that the bound (p+d+p )
system will be much smaller than electronic orbital
distances. Consequently any electrons that may be
present can be ignored. The bound system will be the
y-mesonic analog of the (H'H')+ electronic molecular
loll.
Once the meson has formed the p-mesonic molecular

ion the second stage of the process begins. This consists
of the existence of a well-de6ned molecular system,
with its typical rotational and vibrational motions,
for a very long time compared to the characteristic
molecular periods. For a p, -mesonic hydrogen molecule
the vibrational period is of the order of 5)(10 "
sec, and the "electronic" period about 10 times shorter.
This is to be compared with the mean life of process
(1) of 10 ' sec. Even for much more likely processes
with other hydrogen isotopes (see Sec. 2) the molecular
periods are always very small compared to the charac-
teristic reaction time.
The third stage occurs when the two hydrogen nuclei

in their vibrational motion penetrate the classically
forbidden Coulomb barrier and come within a nuclear
interaction distance of each other. They then have a
certain probability of forming a compound nuclear
system which subsequently de-excites with the libera-
tion of energy in the form of kinetic energy of particles
or radiation. For reaction (1) the excited He' nucleus
de-excites by electromagnetic interaction with the
p meson (internal conversion), or, perhaps more
probably, by the emission of a gamma ray (see Appendix
C). In other reactions the energy may be carried off
mainly by nuclear particles, with the p, meson receiving
only a small energy (see Sec. 2). The net result is the
occurrence of a nuclear reaction through the inter-
mediary of a p, meson, the meson being set free
unaffected in the process. 4

4 One may ask whether molecule formation is necessary for the
catalytic action in view of the fact that the p, meson is quite

330

See also “A Personal Adventure in Muon-Catalyzed Fusion”

https://publications.lbl.gov/islandora/object/ir%3A86754
http://journals.aps.org/pr/pdf/10.1103/PhysRev.106.330
http://dx.doi.org/10.1007/s00016-009-0006-9
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Possible Tests of Time Reversal Invariance in Beta Decay
J. D. JACKSON)* S. B. TRKIMAN) AND H. W. WYLD) JR.

Palmer Physical Laboratory, Princeton University, Princeton, New Jersey
(Received January 28, 1957)

Noninvariance under space reflection and charge conjugation
has now been established for beta decay processes. Invariance
under time reversal remains an open question, however. We discuss
here several possible tests for the validity of this symmetry
operation. General expressions are given for the distribution func-
tion in three experimental situations, which have the possibility of
detecting terms in allowed beta decay that are not invariant under
time reversal: (a) experiments in which the nuclei are oriented and
electron and neutrino momenta are measured; (b) experiments in
which the nuclei are not oriented, but the recoil momentum and
electron momentum and polarization are observed; (c) experi-
ments in which the nuclei are oriented and the electron momentum
and polarization are measured. The distribution functions obtained

omit Coulomb distortion effects and relativistic corrections for the
nucleons, but are otherwise complete. Such experiments should
permit, in addition to the detection of terms which are not in-
variant under time reversal, the beginnings of a determination of
the ten complex coupling constants which now characterize beta
decay. An additional, somewhat surprising, result is found. If the
two-component neutrino theory of Lee and Yang is correct, and if
certain perhaps reasonable assumptions concerning the relative
magnitudes of the various coupling constants are valid, then the
longitudinal polarization of electrons in allowed beta decay even
from unoriented nuclei should be almost complete (specifically,
equal to c/cl.

I. INTRODUCTION
HK question has been raised recently whether
weak interactions, e.g., beta decay, are invariant

under space inversion, charge conjugation, and time
reversal. '—' Lee and Yang' have proposed a number of
experiments to test the possibility that parity con-
servation is violated in weak interactions. In particular,
they have pointed out that in beta decay from oriented
nuclei, an asymmetry in electron intensity with respect
to the nuclear polarization direction would immediately
imply parity nonconservation. Experiments along these
lines have now been carried out. Wu, Ambler, Hayward,
Hoppes, and Hudson4 in fact find a large asymmetry
eGect in the beta decay of Co". In addition to this,
Garwin, Lederman, and Weinrich' and Friedman and
Telegdi' And that parity is not conserved in w- and
p, -meson decay.
It is an immediate consequence of a theorem of

LQders and Pauli' that noninvariance under any one of
the operations space inversion, charge conjugation, and
time reversal implies, at least for a theory invariant
under the proper Lorentz group, noninvariance under at
least one of the other operations. It is thus of con-
siderable interest to And whether charge conjugation
invariance or time reversal invariance or both are
violated together with parity conservation. The ex-
periment of Wu et aI.4 indicates that charge conjugation
invariance is violated, but it is not yet clear from this
experiment whether time reversal invariance must also

*Visiting Guggenheim Fellow, on leave of absence from
McGill University, Montreal, Canada.' T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 104, 254 (1956).

~ Lee, Oehme, and Yang, Phys. Rev. 106, 340 (1957).' T. D. Lee and C. N. Yang, Phys. Rev. 105, 1671 (1957).
Wu, Ambler, Hayward, Hoppes, and Hudson, Phys. Rev. 105,

1413 (1957).
~ Garwin, Lederman, and Weinrich, Phys. Rev. 105, 1415 (1957);
J. I. Friedrnan and V. L. Telegdi, Phys. Rev. 105, 1681(L) (1957).

G. Liiders, Kgl. Danske Videnskab. Selskab, Mat. -fys. Medd.
28, No. 5 (1954); W. Pauli, Eiels Bohr and the Development of
Physics (Pergamon Press, London, 1955).See also reference 2.

5

be abandoned. The situation is essentially this. If one
does not measure either the nuclear recoil or the polariza-
tion of the electrons, the only terms which can appear in
the electron distribution function, which unambiguously
indicate noninvariance with respect to time reversal,
come about because of Coulomb distortion of the
electron wave function. In principle these terms can be
separated experimentally from those which do not
depend on Coulomb distortion, because the two types of
terms have diGerent momentum dependences. However,
these terms are reduced by a factor of Z/137 and for
this and other reasons they may be dificult to detect
experimentally.
Effects which indicate noninvariance with respect to

time reversal and which do not depend on Coulomb
distortion can, however, appear in experiments in which
either the nuclear recoil or the electron polarization are
measured. There are four vector quantities which con-
ceivably could be measured in a beta-decay experiment:
(J), the polarization of the decaying nucleus; e, the
polarization direction of the electron; p„ the electron
momentum; and p„, the neutrino momentum. Since all
four of these vectors change sign under time reversal,
the scalar triple product of any three of them gives a
term invariant under rotations but noninvariant under
time reversal. Hence the detection of such a term in a
beta-decay experiment would indicate noninvariance
under time reversal. "
We consider in this paper three types of experiments

in which such terms might appear. In Sec. II the
distribution function is given for the allowed beta decay
of oriented nuclei in which both the electron and recoil
momenta are observed. In Sec. III we give the distribu-
tion function for the allowed beta decay of nonoriented
nuclei in which the polarizatiorc of the electrons is

"Of course terms similar in form, though with different
momentum dependence, can appear even if time reversal invari-
ance is valid, when Coulomb eRects are taken into account.
See the note added in proof at the end of the paper.
17
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1103/PhysRev.106.517
http://journals.aps.org/prc/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevC.86.035505
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Peripheral model with absorption, t-channel frame, density matrix, 
phenomenological analysis of resonances. Mountains!

1957–1967: University of Illinois

Summer schools: Edinburgh (1960) dispersion relations; 
Brandeis (1962) weak interactions; 

Les Houches (1965) decay angular distributions
 

The Physics of Elementary Particles (1958) 
Mathematics for Quantum Mechanics (1962)

Classical Electrodynamics (1962)

1963–1964: 
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1967–1993: University of California, Berkeley 
emeritus from 1993

Dynamics of strong interactions, Regge theory
“Born a century too late!”

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.33.1406
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Use of Dipole Sum Rules to Estimate Upper and Lower Bounds for Radiative and Total Widths
of X(3414),X(3508), and X(3552)~

J. D. Jackson
Department of I'hysics and Laterenee BerkeEey Laboratory, University of CaEifornia, BerkeEey, California 94720

(Beceived 18 August 1976)

Upper and lower bounds on the widths for gz —Q(3095) can be estimated by assuming
E1 transitions and approximate Bussell-Saunders coupling for the cc system. Experi-
mental widths for $(3684) y~ make the lower bound more restrictive, giving radiative
widths of 160 240, 230 400, and 280 480 keV for 3414-, 3508-, and 3552-MeV states,
respectively. Cascade branching ratio data permit estimation of the total widths as
& 1.6, 0.3-1.5, and 0.6-4 MeV, respectively.

In the spectroscopy of new particle states un-
covered in e'e annihilation it is now rather
clearly established that the three states' ' gener-
ically labeled as g have 4 ~=0",1', 2" for the
3414-, 3508-, and 3552-MeV states, respective-
ly. ' The spin and parity values and ordering of
these states are just what is expected of the trip-
let p states in any qg bound-state model that par-
allels positronium. " The y states are formed by
the radiative decay y(3684) -y)t. They are ob-
served to decay into hadrons and also, for the J
= 1 and J'= 2 (and marginally for the 4= 0) via the
two-photon cascade, y(3684) —y, g —y, y(3095).
ecently branching ratios have been reported
for the 4(3684) -yy~ transitions" and also prod-
ucts of branching ratios for the cascade transi-
tions. ' ' These are summarized in Fig. 1.
The view that these states are describable to a

good approximation by a nonrelativistic potential
model, with U'/c' corrections, receives increa. s-
ing support from the data. ' I adopt this picture
here In the R. ussell-Saunders limit (J', Z„ I.',
and S' diagonal) the sta.tes have the designations
shown in Fig. 1. The details of the binding poten-
tial need not concern us, but I make the assump-
tion from the outset that tensor forces, relativis-
tic effects, coupled channel effects, etc. are un-
important enough that they do not vitiate my use

B.R. P2
3P

( B.R.)

FIG. 1. (Top) Observed radiative transitions through
the y states. For the first transitions the numbers are
branching ratios (Hef. 7; for the J=O final state the
second number is from Hef. 8). For the second step
the numbers are the products of the branching ratios
(Hefs. 8 and 10). (Bottom) Schematic diagram showing
the transitions involved in the second sum rule, used
to set Eoseer Einiitg on the radiative widths.

Thomas–Reiche–Kuhn: 2µ
P

j!ji|hj|~r|ii|2 = 3

Kirkwood–Wigner: 2µ
P

n!nS,2P|hnS|r|2Pi|2 = �1
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CED Fig. 7.9— “The reader may meditate on the fundamental question 
of biological evolution on this water-soaked planet, of why animal eyes 
see the spectrum from red to violet and of why the grass is green.”
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Sunrise over Illecillewaet glacier  
from Balu Pass, BC
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Three peaks of Nilgiri  
from Kalopani, Nepal
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Jet d’eau, Genève
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JDJ’s home page 
 

Commemoration at Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
 

CQ, Obituary in Physics Today 
 

Gottfried & Tigner, Obituary in the CERN Courier 
 

Wikipedia article 
 

JDJ's Articles in American Journal of Physics

R. N. Cahn, Biographical Memoir (NAS, to appear)

Thanks to Maureen & Nan Jackson, Bob Cahn, Kurt Gottfried

http://www-theory.lbl.gov/jdj/
https://indico.physics.lbl.gov/indico/conferenceDisplay.py?confId=369
http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/PT.3.3338
http://cerncourier.com/cws/article/cern/66900
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_David_Jackson_(physicist)
http://aapt.scitation.org/action/doSearch?target=default&ContribAuthorStored=Jackson,%20J%20D
http://www.nasonline.org/publications/biographical-memoirs/
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Del Rumbold, David Jackson, Gar Woonton, Don Hay, Harold Tull, Eric Vogan 
4th-year Radio Physics students and staff at UWO, 1946
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John Harvey· JDJ· Douglas Van Patter· Harry Gove 
Canadian physics students at MIT, 1948
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